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wide mass range mass spectrometer (MS), in the latter 
the focal plane is at or very near the exit end of the 
magnetic analyzer, so that a strong magnetic field of 
the order of lOOOG or more is present at the focal 
plane location. The novel detector includes a micro- 
channel electron multiplier array (MCA) which is po- 
sitioned at  the focal plane to convert ion beams which 
are focused by the MS at the focal plane into corre- 
sponding electron beams which are then accelerated 
to form visual images on a conductive phosphored sur- 
face. These visual images are then converted into im- 
ages on the target of a vidicon camera or the like for 
electronic processing. Due to the strong magnetic field 
at the focal plane, in one embodiment of the inven- 
tion, the MCA with front and back parallel ends is 
placed so that its front end fornis an angle of not less 
than several degrees, preferably on the order of 
1Oo-2O0, with respect to the focal plane, with the cen- 
ter line of the front end preferably located in the focal 
Dlane. In another embodiment the MCA is wedcre- 
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1571 ABSTRACT 
An electro-optical detector is disclosed for use in a 
Shaped, with its back end at an angle of about 10°-~Oo 
with respect to the front end. In this embodiment the 
MCA is placed so that its front end is located at the 
focal plane. 
38 Claims, 8 Drawing Figures 
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successively exit through the slit. At any time only a 
ELECTRO-OPTICAL DETECTOR FOR USE IN A single beam exits the slit. Nier’s double-focusing MS is 
WIDE MASS RANGE MASS SPECTROMETER typical of such an MS, as described in “Mass Spectrom- 
etry” by Charles A. McDowell, Library of Congress 
5 Catalog Card Number 62-2220 1.  ORIGIN OF THE INVENTION 
The invention described herein was made in the per- The electronic detector typically consists of an elec- 
formance of work under a NASA contract and is sub- tron multiplier. Ions which pass through the slit enter 
ject to the provisions of Section 305 of the National the electron multiplier and produce secondary elec- 
Aeronautics and Space Act of 1958, Public Law trons which are then detected to indicate the presence 
85-568 (72 Stat. 435; 42 USC 2457). 1 0  of the ion beam at the slit. In spite of the inherent high 
sensitivity of the electron multiplier, which is capable 
of producing on the order of 1 0 i - l O x  electrons per ion, 
and the popularity of the electronic detector it also has 
a number of severe limitations. 
The most important of these is a loss of sensitivity by 
4 to 6 orders of magnitude due to the limited observa- 
tion time for the sample as a whole, as well as each 
2. Dcscription of the Prior Art ionic group of species of the spectrum. Since the sam- 
The term mass spectroscope or mass spectrometer, ple pressure in an ion source may vary rapidly with time 
generally designated as an MS, is applied to a device 20 (as it emerges from a solid probe, a gas chromatograph 
which has the ability to separate ions according to their interface, etc.) only about I/lOth of the sample passing 
mass-to-charge ratios. Typically, in an MS, ions from through the ion source can be used to obtain a repre- 
an ion source are made to pass to a mass analyzer, sentative spectrum (scanned in a time short enough for 
consisting of an electrostatic analyzer and a magnetic concentration changes not to occur) and only 1 ion in 
analyzer. Therein they are separated into the appropri- 25 10:3-105 is collected as one scans a typical spectrum. 
ate mass-charge groups. This is achieved by the appli- Consequently, today’s electronic detection methods in 
cation of electric and magnetic fields. The separated the scanning mode are no more sensitive than the old 
ion groups in the form of separate ion beams are di- photographic methods. The awkwardness of processing 
rectcd to a detector wherein they provide an indication the photographic plate has been replaced by the re- 
of their presence. 30 quirements of using special techniques in initiating 
Somc MS’s are of thc type in which different ion scans at the proper time where spectra of small tran- 
groups are detected simultaneously. In these devices sient samples are to be recorded. 
the different ion beams are brought to sharp focus at a Recently, an electro-optical detection system has 
focnl plane which is at or near the exit boundary of the been proposed for use in a magnetic sector MS, in 
magnetic analyzer, at which a strong magnetic field is 35 which the mass range of the ion groups which are si- 
present. Typically, the detector is a photographic plate multaneously detected is very narrow, generally in the 
or simply a photoplate which is placed at the focal order of not more than & I  0%, or a mass range of I .  I : I .  
plane and o n  which the separated focused ion beams In such a magnetic sector MS the focal plane is also 
produce images. outside the magnetic field of the MS analyzer. The 
One of the earlicst and well known MS of this type is 40 proposed electro-optical detector includes a micro- 
the Mattauch-Herzog MS. Although the photoplate is channel electron multiplier array (hereinafter defined 
very suited for simultaneously detecting many ion as M U )  which is used as a primary ion-electron con- 
groups or species over a wide mass range (36: 1 ), such verter. The MCA is located at the focal plane which is 
as 28-100 amu) with good resolution (> 100 lines/mm) outside the magnetic field. It is electro-optically cou- 
its utility is restricted for the following reasons. The 45 pled to a high resolution metallized phosphored screen 
photoplatc sensitivity is low, requiring about 10“ to IO4 or plate which is deposited onto a fiber optical coupler 
ions to produce a measurable line image. Also the to a vidicon camera tube. 
plate’s dynamic range is typically less than 30: I .  In The proposed electro-optical detector operates quite 
addition the time of recording is often rclatively long, satisfactorily in the magnetic sector MS, thereby elimi- 
the plate need bc inserted and removed from the evac- 50 nating the problems inherent in the use of the photo- 
uatcd chamber of the MS. Also, after exposure, it has plate as the dctcctor. However, the magnetic sector MS 
to be developed, as a conventional photographic nega- is of limited application since it can only be used to 
tivc, nnd thereafter a densitometer must bc used to detect simultaneously ion groups over a very narrow 
analyze the exposed plate mass range. 
111 order to ovcrcomc th Attempts to adapt the above-described electro-opti- 
plate as the detector, electronic detection systems have cal detector for use in a wide mass range MS such as 
becn dcvcloped. Thcsc elcctronic detectors arc de- the Mattauch-Herzog MS by placing the MCA at the 
signccl to increase the detectioii scnsitivity and/or MS’s focal plane, whereat the photoplate is conven- 
shorten the time required to collect both qualitative tionally placed, have failed. The failure is due to the 
lnd quantitative analytical results and simplify thc as- fact that at the focal plane of a Mattauch-Hcrzog type 
ciatecl data reduction problems. To date thcsc de- MS strong transverse magnetic fields are present. 
~ C S  have c)nly been used in MSs of the scanning type Thesc, combined with an orthogonal electrostatic field 
in which different ion groups arc successively swept needed to accelerate the secondary electrons to the 
through ;I single slit b) varying the electrostatic o r  phosphor plate inhibit the electrons from ever reaching 
magnetic ficld. Thc slit is locatcd at ;I focal point which 65 the phosphor plate to produce an image thereat. The 
is t>picall) remote from and. thcrcforc. not within the electrons which exit the MCA in  the presence of the 
lnilpnctic ficltl. As the c1cctrost:itic or niapnctic ficld is strong magnetic field undergo a cycloidal motion be- 
\arieJ cliffcrcnt ion  groups ;ire bent so that their beams tween the MCA and the phosphored plate. never 
BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 
1.  Ficld of the Invention 
The present invention generally relates to the field of 
mass spectrometry and, more particularly, to an elec- 15 
trooptical detector for use at the focal plane of a mass 
spectrometer. 
isadvantages of the photo- 55 
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DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED 
EMBODIMENTS 
Attention is first directed to FIG. 1 which is a simple 
5 schematic representation of the detector of the present 
invention and the type of MS in which it is designed for 
use. In FIG. 1 numeral 10 represents an ion source with 
a slit 12 through which ions of different mass-to-charge 
ratios exit in the form of a single ion beam 14. This ion 
10 beam passes through an electrostatic analyzer 15, rep- 
resented by plates 150 and 1% and therefrom through 
a slit 16 to a magnetic analyzer 18. Therein the ion 
beam 14 is separated into separate ion beams, each of 
the latter containing a different group of ions of the 
only two separated ion beams 21 and 22 are shown as 
being brought to focus at a focal plane 25. As shown, 
the latter is at or very near the exit end of the magnetic 
analyzer 18. 
The arrangement, described so far, is that of a Mat- 
tauch-Herzog MS in which the focal plane 25 is at the 
reaching the latter, unless the magnetic field of the MS 
is greatly reduced, at the price of reduced mass range 
operability. Thus, a need exists for an improved elec- 
tro-optical detector for use in an MS capable of simul- 
paneously detecting many ion species Over a wide 
range, such as the Mattauch-Herzog MS. 
OBJECTS AND SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 
It is a primary object of the present invention to 
provide a new electro-optical detector for use in a MS 
in which ion beams are focused at a focal plane at 
which a strong magnetic field is present. 
Another object of the present invention is to provide 
Herzog type MS, instead of a photoplate Convention- 
ally placed at  the focal plane of the MS. 
A further object of the present invention is to provide 
a new electro-optical detector for use in a wide mass 
range MS wherein a strong magnetic field on the order 20 
of several thousand gauss (G) is present at the focal 
a new electro-optical detector for use in a Mattauch- I5 Same mass-to-charge ratio. For explanatory purposes 
plane at which different ion beams focus. 
These and other objects of the invention are achieved 
by providing an electro-optical detector which includes 
a MCA, and a spaced apart conductive phosphored 
plate. In one embodiment the MCA is positioned at an 
angle with respect to the focal plane in an MS where 
the focal plane is within a strong magnetic field, so that 
despite the influence of the magnetic and electrostatic 
fields secondary electrons, exiting the MCA, reach the 
phosphored plate to form images thereat. In another 
preferred embodiment the MCA is wedge-shaped in 
that the input ends of all the micro channels in the 
array are in a front plane which is at an angle with back 
plane at which the output ends of all the channels are 
located. 
In either embodiment the electrons exit the MCA at 
an angle, other than 90°, with respect to the magnetic 
field. As a result even though the exiting electrons are 
to a degree influenced by the magnetic field they are 
sufficiently accelerated by the electrostatic field to 
reach the phosphor plate and form images thereat. 
The novel features of the invention are set forth with 
particularity in the appended claims. The invention will 
be best understood from the following description 
when read in conjunction with the accompanying draw- 
ings. 
BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 
FIG. 1 is a simple cross-sectional diagram of the 
electro-optical detector of the present invention, and 
the type of MS in which it is used; 
FIG. 2 is a cross-sectional diagram along line 2-2 2 
in FIG. 1; 
FIGS. 3a and 3h are diagrams of a micro-channel 
electron multiplier array (MCA) used in one embodi- 
ment of the invention; 
FIGS. 4 and 5 are diagrams useful in explaining the 
opcration of the detector in the theoretical absence and 
actual presence of a stray magnetic field at the MS 
focal plane; 
FIG. 6 is a diagram showing the positioning of the 
detector in accordance with one embodiment of the 
invention; and 
FIG. 7 is a diagram of another embodiment of the 
invention. 
exit end of thck magnetic analyzer or that of a Robinson- 
modified Mattauch-Herzog MS in which the focal 
plane is approximately one-half gap width external to 
25 the pole pieces of the magnetic analyzer. In FIG. 2 
which is a cross-sectional view along lines A-A the 
pole pieces are designated by numerals 180 and 18h, 
the gap between them by W and the distance of the 
focal plane from the pole pieces by W/2. The gap 
30 height W is typically on the order of 8mm. In a conven- 
tional Mattauch-Herzog MS this distance is extremely 
small. For all practical purposes the focal plane 25 is 
assumed to be at the exit end of the magnetic analyzer. 
In such an MS designed to simultaneously detect 
35 many ions over a wide mass range, e.g., 36:1, a very 
strong magnetic field on the order of 10-12KG and 
represented by arrows 28 is present in the gap. The 
magnetic fringe field at and near thc focal plane 25 is 
about ?h that in the gap, i.e., on the order of 5-6KG. As 
40 shown in FIG. 2 the magnetic field in the gas as well as 
about the focal plane 25 is transverse to the direction of 
focused beam 21 (or 22). The focal plane is assumed to 
be in an XZ plane, the magnetic field 28 is in the Z axis, 
which is in the XZ plane. The beams 21,22 are focused 
45 at the focal plane along the X axis. As is known, these 
beams strike the focal plane 25 at an angle which is less 
than 90" at different locations along the X axis in the 
focal plane. In the Mattauch-Herzog MS the angle is 
45". 
Conventionally, a photoplate is placed at the focal 
plane and is exposed by the different focused ion beam3 
thereby providing images which are spaced apart along 
the X axis. With a photoplate 36cm long in the X axis 
ions over a range of 36:1 mass-to-charge ratio can be 
55 simultaneously focused on the plane, with a resolution 
of > I O 0  lines/mm. The photoplate is not affected by 
the transverse magnetic field (in the Z axis) and thcre- 
fore the relatively strong field at the focal plane does 
not affect the exposure of the photoplate. However, 
60 this field when combined with an elcctrostatic field is of 
major concern and influence on the detector of the 
present invention, unless special steps are taken to 
account for its presence. 
The detector of thc present invention includes a mi- 
65 crochanncl electron multiplier array (MCA) desig- 
nated by nunicral 30, one embodiment of which i \  
shown in FIG. 30. I t  is ;I semiconductor plate with 
spaced apart parallel hollow cylindrical channels 32, 
50 
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one of which is shown in FIG. 3b. At present MCA's are 
available with 1 Opm channel diameters (d )  spaced 
about 12pm center-to-center. The length L of the 
channels from the MCA's front end o r  plane 34 at 
which the input ends of the channels are disposed to a 5 
images are on the phosphor plate they lend themselves 
to electro-optical processing, thus, eliminating the pro- 
cessing problems associated with an exposed photo- 
plate. 
However, in realitv due to the strong magnetic field 
back end or- plane 35 at which the channdls' output 
ends are disposed is chosen to be about 40d or greater. 
That is, L/d 40. In FIG. 3a the MCA is shown with 
the front and back ends parallel to one another. Such 
an MCA is used in one embodiment of the invention. 
The length L of the channels actually corresponds to 
the width or thickness of the MCA. Its length is desig- 
nated by L l  and its height by H. 
As is appreciated, when an appropriate potential 
typically on the order of IKV is applied between the 
front and back ends of the MCA ions entering a chan- 
nel through the front end produce secondary electrons 
which exit the back end as shown in FIG. 36. Thus, the 
MCA is actuallv an ion-to-electron converter. Electron 
at the focal plane, piacing the MCA with p&illel front 
and back ends, as shown in FIG. 4, does not result in 
the production of images 48 and 49. What actually 
happens may best be explained in connection with FIG. 
0 5. As shown the electron beam 47 which is produced by 
the MCA in response to the focused ion beam 21, 
rather than accelerating to the phosphor plate 40 is 
influenced by the magnetic field in the Z axis and the 
orthogonal electrostatic field (V) in the Y axis and 
5 therefore undergoes a cycloidal motion in the X axis 
which is perpendicular to the YZ plane. The electron 
beam 47 may return back to the MCA or undergo 
several cycloidal turns as represented by line SO. How- 
ever. in either case the electron beam 47 does not 
gain values o x  the order of IO4 are achievable with 20 reach the phosphor plate. Thus, image 48 is not pro- 
presently available MCAs. duced thereon. 
As shown, the MCA is positioned so that its front end In accordance with one embodiment of the present 
34 faccs the pole pieces and the length of the MCA is invention the MCA, shown in FIG. 3a, with the front 
along the X axis. Briefly. the function of the MCA is to and back ends 34 and 35 parallel to one another rather 
convert the ion beams 21,22, etc., which come to focus 25 than being positioned at the focal plane with the front 
at the focal planc into separate electron beams of cross- end coinciding with the focal plane, as shown in FIG. 5 
sections, which are similar to those of the focused ion is positioned at an angle with respect to the focal plane 
beams, and which exit the MCA through its back end. as shown in FIG. 6. The inlet ends of the channels along 
A conductive phosphored plate 40 is positioned a very the MCA center line as represented by A lie in the focal 
short distance, e.g., 1 mm from the back end, parallel 30 plane while those below A, represented by B lie beyond 
thercto. The phosphored plate may comprise a glass the focal plane and those above A, represented by C lie 
plate coated with a conductive layer which is in turn in front of the focal plane. Preferably the angle be- 
coated with a layer of phosphorous material. The elec- tween the focal plane and the MCA front end should be 
tron beams which exit the MCA strike the plate 40 not less than IO", e.g., 10-20". It is thus seen that in 
forming fluorescent or visual images thereat, which 35 accordance with the invention the MCA's front and 
correspond to the original ion beams. Since the elec- back ends do not lie in the XZ plane which is parallel to 
trons exit the MCA at low velocity a potential source the magnetic field in the Z axis. Rather, the MCA lies 
41 is used to apply a voltage V of about l-3KV/mm in an XZ' plane which is other than parallel to the Z 
between the MCA and the plate 40, to accelerate the axis. The phosphored plate 40 is placed parallel to the 
electron beams thereto. The visual images on plate 40 40 back end 35 which, being parallel to the front end 34, 
which arc analogous to the images produced on the also forms an angle with respect to the focal plane. 
conventional photoplate and represent the mass spec- With such an arrangement, the cross section of the 
tral data, are transferred by means of optical fibers or electron beam 55 which exits the MCA is not a line or 
rods 42, gencrally referred to as fiber optics, and a lens a narrow rectangle. Rather, it is broader at the top and 
44 to thc target 45 of a vidicon camera 46. The latter is 45 bottom than in the middle due to the fact that ions of 
scanned after a sufficient integration time to supply the the beam 21 enter more channels C which are ahead of 
mass spectral data which is on the target to a computer the focal plane where the beam is broader since it is not 
or other data handling system as voltage versus time. yet in focus and more channels C which are beyond the 
As previously pointed out the fringe magnetic field at focal plane, where the beam diverges after being fo- 
the focal plane is on the order of 5-6KG. If this strong 50 cused, than channels A which are at the focal plane 
magnetic field were not present at the focal plane, the where the ion beam is focused. Also, the electron beam 
MCA with the parallel front and back ends could be cross section as viewed at the back end is somewhat 
positioned as shown in FIG. 4 with the front end 34 rotated clockwise (see FIG. 6 )  due to the fact that the 
located at the focal plane in place of the conventional ion beam is directed to the focal plane at an angle 
photoplate. Since beam 21 is focused at the focal plane, 55 which is other than go", e.g., 45" and the front end 34 
its cross section impinging the front end would be a of the MCA is at an angle other than 0" with respect to 
narrow rectangle or simply a line. The ions in the fo- the Z axis. 
cused beam would enter channels in the MCA to form As the electron beam 55 exits the MCA it is sub- 
electrons which would exit the MCA's back cnd 35 and jectcd to the influence of the magnetic and electro- 
form an electron bcam 47 with a rectangularly shaped 60 static fields. However, since its direction is no longer in 
cross-section. Thc electron beam would finally impinge the Y axis which is perpendicular to the magnetic field 
the phosphor plate 10 and form ii linc ( o r  narrow rcct- in thc Z axis it reaches the phosphored plate and forms 
angle) visual image 48 thereon. Sinlilarly, thc impinge- an imagc 56 thereat. It should be pointed out that the 
mcnt of ;i second focused ion beam. such as bcam 22, bcam tcnds to be translated upwardly as well as along 
on thc front end o f  the MCA will result in another 65 thc X axis under the influence of the magnetic and 
sharp linc visual image 49 on the phosphor plate. Thcsc electricnl fields, as represented by curved linc 55n. 
images 48 and 49 would be identical to those produced However. in spite of these forces the imagc 56 is 
on thc con\ cntional photoplate. However. since thcsc formed in the phosphorcd plate. A similar image 57 is 
3,955,084 
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shown on the plate for another ion beam such as 22 of 5pm center-to-center a resolution of 100 lines/mm 
striking the MCA at a different position along its would be obtainable. 
length. The visual images on the phosphor plate are In a commercial Mattauch-Herzog MS or one modi- 
then transferrable by the fiber optics to the vidicon fied by Robinson, the photoplate length in the X axis is 
camera target for electronic processing, as hereinbe- 5 typically on the order of 36cm in order to simulta- 
fore described. neously record images of ion beams over a wide mass 
From the foregoing it should thus be apparent that in range. At present the lengths of available MCA's are 
accordance with the present invention a novel electro- considerably shorter than that. Thus, several abutting 
optical detector is provided which is to replace the MCA's may be placed in the x axis to Provide SUffi- 
photoplate detector, conventionally used in a MS of the cient MCA length. Assuming an ion beam height of 
type in which many ion groups are simultaneously de- approximately 0.4mm, usual images would be produca- 
tectablc over a wide mass range, and in which the focal b k  on the Phosphor Plate Over an area of0.4 360 **  
plane is at the exit end of the magnetic analyzer, where 144 sq. mm. The area of the active target 45 (see FIG. 
the magnetic fringe field is relatively strong, on the 1) Of typical vidicon Camera 46 iS 1.27cm x I .27cm 
order of several KG, e.g., 54jKG. The only possible Square Or about 151 Sq. lllm incorporating 2.5 x los 
disadvantage of the detector hereinbefore described picture elements. The fiber Optics 42 together with lens 
the conventional photoplate is that in the latter 44 are used to accommodate the radially different geo- 
the images arc sharp lines or narrow rectangles while in metrics. Twenty-eight folds of the fiber optics are re- 
the detector of the invention, due t" the angle of the quired to project the images in 28 different rows on the 
MCA with respect to the focal plane, the images are 20 target area. Although, hereinbefore the phosphored 
not of uniform width. ~~~h image in the phosphor plate plate 40 was referred to as a discrete element, separate 
enceS between their mass-to-charge ratios, i.e., ions phorous material, so that the bunched tips together are 
From the foregoing, it is thus seen that in accordance ages are very close to one another on the phosphor with the present invention an electro-optical detector is plate. Therefore their wider top and bottom ends may provided for use in a wide mass range MS in which the overlap as shown in FIG. 6 for images 61 and 62. This focal plane is at or very near the exit end of the mag- 
30 netic analyzer, so that a strong magnetic field of the would result in reduced resolution, unless the original 
the height of slits 12 and 16 shown in FIG. 1. This is location. The novel detector includes a MCA which is undesirable, since it reduces the number of ions which positioned at the focal plane to convert ion beams 
which are focused by the MS at the focal plane into are actually detected. 
This potential loss in resolution is eliminated by an- 35 corresponding electron beams which are then acceler- 
other embodiment of the invention in which the MCA, ated to form visual images ,on a phosphor surface. 
rather than having its front and back ends 34 and 35 These visual images are then converted into images on 
parallel to one another, as shown in FIG. 30, is wedge- the target of a vidicon camera or the like for 
shaped, as shown in FIG. 7. In this embodiment the processing. D~~ to the strong magnetic field at the 
10"-20" with respect to the plane of the front end 34. MCA with front and back parallel ends is so that 
The phosphor plate 40 is spaced apart and Parallel to its front end forms an angle of not less than about lo", 
the back end. e.g.,10"-20" with respect to the focal plane, with the 
In this embodiment the MCA is positioned so that its center line of the front end preferably located in the 
front end 34 lies in the focal plane, in the exact location 45 focal plane. In another embodiment the MCA is wedge- 
at which a conventional photoplate is generally lo- shaped, with its back end at an angle of about 100-200 
cated. Thus, the ion beam 21 impiilges thereon as a with respect to the front end. In this embodiment the 
narrow line or rectangle. Consequently, the SeondarY MCA is placed so that its front end is located at the 
electrons which exit the MCA form a beam 65 with a focal plane. 
narrow rectangle cross section. This cross Section is the 50 It should be pointed out that the invention may be 
same as the cross section of the focused beam striking used in any spectrometer in which charged particles, 
the MCA's front end at the focal plane, and therefore is e.g., electrons or positive or negative ions are focused 
practically identical to the line image which would have at a focal plane, whereat a relatively strong magnetic 
been formed on a photoplate, placed at the focal plane. field, assumed herein to be not less than IOOOG, is 
As this beam travels from the MCA back end due to the 55  present. For example, it can be used with a 180" mag- 
magnetic and electric fields, as hereinbefore described, netic deflection p ray spectrometer. 
the beam tends to be translated along the x axis and Although particular embodiments of the invention 
pulled upwardly. However, its narrow rectangular cross have been described and illustrated herein it is recog- 
section is not altered and therefore strikes the phos- nized that modifications and variations may readily 
phored plate and forms a visual image 70 thereat, 60 occur to those skilled in the art and consequently, it is 
which is in thc shape of a narrow rectangle or  line, intended that the claims be interpreted to cover such 
which is of uniform width. modifications and equivalents. 
In the MS ion bcams arc focusable at thc focal plane The embodiments of thc invention in which an cxclu- 
with a high rcsolution of 100 lines or images per sive property or privilcgc is claimed arc defined as 
mm. With prescnt day MCA's with channel diameters 65 follows: 
of 10pm and 12pm ccnter-to-center and with fiber 1. An electro-optical detector for use with a mass 
optical rods down to 6pm a rcsolution of about 40 spectrometer of thc type focusing ion bcanis at a focal 
imagcs/mm is possible. If MCA's with channel spacings plane at sithstantiall~ thc exit end of a magnctic anal>- 
is wider at its ends than in the middle. in from the fiber optics, it should be appreciated that the 
front tips of the fibers rods can be coated with it phos- ion beams are provided for ions with small differ- 
with very ~ 1 0 s ~  atomic mass units or amu's, their im- 25 in a common plane representing a phosphor plate. 
ion beams greatly reduced in height by reducing order of lOOOG or is present at the focal plane 
back end 35 is a Plane which at an angle, e.g., 40 focal plane, in one embodiment of the invention, the 
3,9 5 5,084 
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zcr at which a magnetic field is present, the detector 10. An electro-optical detector as described in claim 
comprising: 1 wherein said magnetic field at said focal plane is on 
a microchannel electron multiplier array, defining a the order of not less than 1000 gauss (G). 
plurality of parallel hollow channels each with an 11. An electro-optical detector as described in claim 
inlet end and an outlet end, all of said inlet ends 5 10 wherein said ion beams are focused at said focal 
being in a first plane defining a front end of said plane at different locations along a first axis with the 
array and the outlet ends being in a second plane magnetic field at said focal plane being in a second axis 
defining a back end of said array, said array being perpendicular to said first axis, with the array length 
located at said focal so that the front end being disposed parallel to said first axis, with at least 
faces said magnetic analyzcr and at least said back 10 the center line in said front end along the array length 
cnd is at an anglc with respect to said focal plane, being in said focal plane. 
whereby ions in said ion beams enter channels in 12. An electro-optical detector as described in claim 
parallel to one another, with said front end defined by secondary electrons therein, said secondary elec- 
15 the height and length of said array, forming said angle trons exiting said channcls through said back end with said focal plane with the center of said front end 
along the array length being located in said focal plane, forming electron beams; and 
circuit means including elcctron-sensitive means whereby the in,et ends of channels along said center lie 
said array through the inlet ends producing 11 whcrein said front and back ends Of said array are 
'paced apart from array back and parallel in said focal plane with the inlet ends of channels above 
thcreto for intercepting each of said ekCtrOn 20 and below said center being either ahead or beyond 
beams to form an image thereon and means for said focal plane. 
processing the images formed on said electron-sen- detector as described in claim 
sitive mcans. 12 wherein said angle is on the order of not less than 
2. An electro-optical detector as described in claim 1 100. 
wherein Said angk iS on the ordcr Of not less than 10". 25 14. An electro-optical detector as described in claim 
3. An electro-optical detector as described in claim 2 11 wherein said back end forms said angle with respect 
wherein said ion beams arc of a selected height, and the to said front end and said array is wedge-shaped, with 
beams arc focused at said focal plane at different loca- the front end of said array being located substantially at 
tions along a first axis, and said array being of a height said focal plane. 
not lcss than the height of the ion beams, with its length 30 15. An electro-optical detector as described in claim 
parallel to said first axis, with at least the center of said 14 wherein said angle is on the order of not less than 
front end along the array length being in said focal IO". 
plane. 16. An electro-optical detector as described in claim 
4. An electro-optical detector as described in claim 1 15 wherein said electron-sensitive means define a phos- 
wherein said front and back ends of said array are 35 phorous surface substantially parallel to said back end 
parallel to one another, with said front end defined by and spaced apart therefrom, and said circuit means 
the height and length of said array, forming said angle include means for accelerating said electrons exiting 
with said focal plane with the center of said front end said array through said back end to said phosphorous 
along thc array length being located in said focal plane, surface. 
17. An electro-optical detector as described in claim 
in focal plane with the inlet ends of channels above 1 wherein said means for processing compri 
and below said being either ahead Or beyond for converting the images on said electron 
means in to electrical signals. said focal planc. 
dctcctor as described in claim 4 18. An electro-optical detector as described in claim 
45 17 wherein said means for processing comprise vidicon wherein said angle is on the order of not less than IO". 
6. An clcctro-optjcaj detector as described in claim 4 means having a target exposable to images and means 
for converting the images on said target into related wherein said electron-sensitive means define a phos- electrical signals, and means for transferring the images 
formed on said electron-sensitive means to the target of phorous surface substantially parallel to said back end and spaced apart therefrom, and said circuit means said vidicon means. 
include means for accclerating said electrons exiting 19. An electro-optical detector as described in claim 
surface. plane at different locations along a firsteaxis with the 
7. An electro-optical detector as described in claim 1 magnetic field at said focal plane being in a second axis 
wherein said back end forms said angle with respect to 55 perpendicular to said first axis, with the array length 
said front end and said array is wedge-shaped, with the being disposed to said first axis, with at least 
said focal plane. being in said focal plane. 
8. An electro-optical dctcctor as dcscribcd in claim 7 electro-optical detector as described in claim 
wherein said elcctron-sensitive means define phos- 60 19 wherein said front and back ends of said array are 
phorous surface substantially parrillel to said back end parallel to one another, with said front end defined by 
and spaced apart thcrcfrorn 21 distance on the ordcr of the height and length of said array, forming said angle 
not less than onc millimeter, and said circuit mcans with said focal plane with the center of said front end 
include means for accclcratinp said electrons exiting along the array length being located in said focal plane, 
said arra) through said back end to said phosphorous 65 whereby the inlet ends ofchanncls along said center lie 
surface. in said focal planc with thc inlet ends of channels above 
9. An clcctro-optical dctcctor ;is dcscribcd in claim 7 and below said center being either ahead or beyond 
whcrein said angle is on thc order of not lcss than IOa.  said focal plane. 
13. 
the inlet ends of channels along said center lie 4o 
5. An 
said array through said back end tC) said phosphorous 18 wherein said ion beams are focused at said focal 
front end of said array being located substantially at the center line in said front end along the array length 
20. 
3,9 5 5,084 
11 12 
21. An electro-optical detector as described in claim 
20 wherein said angle is on the order of not less than 
10" and the magnetic field at said focal plane is on the 
order of not less than 1000 gauss (G).  
22. An electro-oDtical detector as described in claim 5 
and spaced apart therefrom, and said circuit means 
include means for accelerating said electrons exiting 
said array through said back end to said phosphorous 
surface. 
29. An electro-outical detector as described in claim 
19 wherein said back end forms said angle with respect 
to said front end and said array is wedge-shaped, with 
the front end of said array being located substantially at  
said focal plane. 
23. An electro-optical detector as described in claim 
22 wherein said angle is on the order of not less than 
IO" and the magnetic field at said focal plane is on the 
order of not less than 1000 gauss (G). 
24. An electro-optical detector for use in a device in 
which separate beams of charged particles are focus- 
able at different locations along a longitudinal axis in a 
focal plane which is in a magnetic field which is sub- 
stantially in a direction perpendicular to said longitudi- 
nal axis, the detector comprising: 
a microchannel electron multiplier array, defining a 
plurality of parallel hollow channels each with an 
inlet end and an.outlet end, all of said inlet ends 
being in a first plane defining a front end of said 
array and all the outlet ends being in a second 
plane defining a back end of said array, said array 
being positioned with its front end toward said 
separate beams with the array length parallel to 
said longitudinal axis, whereby the particles of 
different beams enter different groups of channels 
to generate secondary electrons, which exit the 
channels through said back end and forming sepa- 
24 wherein said ba'ck end forms said angle with respect 
to said front end and said array is wedge-shaped, with 
the front end of said array being located substantially at 
said focal plane. 
30. An electro-optical detector as described in claim 
29 wherein said magnetic field at said focal plane is on 
the order of not less than 1000 gauss (G)  and said angle 
is on the order of not less than 10". 
31. An electro-optical detector as described in claim 
30 wherein said electron-sensitive means define a phos- 
phorous surface substantially parallel to said back end 
and spaced apart therefrom a distance on the order of 
not less than one millimeter, and said circuit means 
include means for accelerating said electrons exiting 
2o said array through said back end to said phosphorous 
surface. 
32. An electro-optical detector as described in claim 
24 wherein said means for processing comprise means 
for converting the images on said electron-sensitive 
33. An electro-optical detector as described in claim 
32 wherein said means for processing comprise vidicon 
means having a target exposable to images and means 
for converting the images on said target into related 
30 electrical signals, and means for transferring the images 
formed on said electron-sensitive means to the target of 
25 means into electrical signals. 
rate electron beams, the array being positioned said vidicon means. 
whereby at least its back end is at an angle with 34. An electro-optical detector as described in claim 
respect to said focal plane with at least the inlet 33 wherein said ion beams are focused at said focal 
ends of channels along a center line of said front 35 plane at different locations along a first axis with the 
end extending along the array length, being in said magnetic field at said focal plane being in a second axis 
focal plane; and perpendicular to said first axis, with the array length 
circuit means including electron-sensitive means being disposed parallel to said first axis, with at least 
which are parallel to said back end and spaced 4o the center line in said front end along the array length 
apart therefrom for intercepting said electron being in said focal plane. 
beams which form images thereon and means for 35. An electro-optical detector as described in claim 
processing said images, each image corresponding 34 wherein said front and back ends of said array are 
to a different charged particles' beam. parallel to one another, with said front end defined by 
25. An electro-optical detector as described in claim 45 the height and length of said array, forming said angle 
24 wherein said magnetic field at said focal plane is on with said focal plane with the center of said front end 
the order of not less than 1000 gauss (G) and said angle along the array length being located in said focal plane, 
is on the order of not less than IO". whereby the inlet ends of channels along said center lie 
26. An electro-optical detector as described in claim in said focal plane with the inlet ends of channels above 
24 wherein said front and back ends of said array are <,, and below said center being either ahead or beyond 
parallel to one another, with said front end defined by 
the height and length of said array, forming said angle 
with said focal plane with the center of said front end 
along the array length being located in said focal plane, 
whereby the inlet ends of channels along said center lie 
in said focal plane with the inlet ends of channels above 
and below said center being either ahead or beyond 
said focal plane. 
27. An electro-optical detector as described in claim 
26 wherein said magnetic field at  said focal plane is on 
the order of not less than 1 000 gauss ( G )  and said angle 
is on the order of not less than IO". 
28. An electro-optical detector as described in claim 
27 wherein said electron-sensitive means define a phos- 
phorous surface substantially parallel to said back end 
J" said focal plane: 
36. An electro-optical detector as described in claim 
35 wherein said angle is on the order of not less than 
10" and the magnetic field at said focal plane is on the 
37. An electro-optical detector as described in claim 
34 wherein said back end forms said angle with respect 
to said front end and said array is wedge-shaped, with 
the front end of said array being located substantially at 
38. An electro-optical detector as described in claim 
37 wherein said angle is on the order of not less than 
10" and the magnetic field at said focal plane is on the 
order of not less than 1000 gauss (G ). 
55 order of not less than 1000 gauss (G). 
6o said focal plane. 
* * * * *  
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